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Abstract 
Let k be an arbitrary commutative ring, A a smooth k-algebra and {al, . . . , a,) E A a regular 
sequence. We compute the Hochschild (co)-homology of the k-algebra A/(nI , , a,). As an 
application we obtain some criteria of smoothness for this type of algebras. 
Introduction 
Let k be an arbitrary commutative ring with 1, A a k-algebra and {al, . . . . a,} 
a finite set of elements of A. Let us consider the divided powers algebra r(sV) 
generated by the indeterminates el , . . . , e,; with the graduation given by dg(ey’) = 2t. 
The main result of this paper is Corollary 3.15, where we prove that if A is smooth and 
(a I, . . . , a,) is a regular sequence, then the Hochschild homology of B = A/(al , . . , a,) is 
the homology of the commutative differential graded algebra (Q,&.T(sV), ds)@,B 
obtained by tensoring the algebra Q,& of differentials of A with T(sV) over k, and 
defining the boundary ds by 
Z.s(ej”) = d,,(ui)e~‘-“, &(s(w) = 0 for all wEQ,&, 
where dDR denotes the De Rham operator. 
In the same corollary we obtain a similar expression for the Hochschild cohomol- 
ogy. 
When k is a characteristic-zero field the Hochschild homology of A/Z can also be 
computed by using the formula 
H,(A/‘I, A/I) = @ H”~2i(&Li,(A/I))~ 
i=O 
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where, for eachj 2 0, L;,(A/I) is the cochain complex 
whose boundary operators & are induced by the De Rham morphisms. 
This result was obtained by Wolffhardt in [14] in the case A = k [Xl, . , X,] and 
its generalization for the case where A is a smooth k-algebra appears implicit in [6] 
and was given explicitly in [S] and [9]. 
As a first application of Corollary 3.15 we show in Section 4 that Wolfhardt’s result 
remains valid when k is an arbitrary ring. 
On the other hand, in [9] the authors establish some criteria of smoothness for 
locally complete intersections k-algebras, when k is a characteristic-zero field. As 
a second application of Corollary 3.15 we prove, in Section 5, that Theorems 5.6, 5.9 
and 6.2 of this paper are also true when k is an arbitrary field. As Lago and Rodicio 
show in their article [9], these results are only valid for locally complete intersections 
k-algebras. 
Remark. Let B be the polynomial k-algebra k[X,, . . , X,]. In this particular case the 
Hochschild homology and cohomology of B/(a,, . . . . a,) was computed (see [7]) in 
terms of the generalized Koszul complex associated to the Jacobian matrix [aUi/dXj]. 
The same theorems were independently proved in [9], under the additional assump- 
tion that k is a characteristic-zero field. Corollary 3.13 is a direct generalization of 
these results and represents an improvement even in the case 
kCX 1, . . ’ > x,1 
<a1,...,%l) ’ 
since if 
kCX 1, . . ..Xnl 
<a 1, . . ..a.) 
is smooth for some s I m, then in order to compute the Hochschild homology of 
kCX 1, . . ..X"l 
(a 1, . . ..a.) 
it is possible (and convenient) to take 
A = kCXl> .. ..X.l 
(al, . . ..a.> 
This fact cannot be deduced from the theorems of [7]. 
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Remark. In order to prove our results of Section 3 we obtain in Section 2, without 
any hypothesis over A, a double complex giving the Hochschild homology of 
Al(ai, . . ..a.). 
1. Preliminaries 
In the first part of this section we recall some general definitions and properties of 
commutative differential graded k-algebras. In the second part, we present a quick 
review of some basic notions about Hochschild theory. 
1.1. Commutative difSerentia1 graded modules 
Let k be a commutative ring with unit and _EZ = (A, d) a commutative differential 
graded k-algebra (CDGA). We recall that a right’ &-module JY = (M, d M, is a right 
graded A-module M = GnEz M, equipped with a differential dM of degree - 1, 
satisfying d “(ma) = d M(m)a + (- l)“md(a) if m E M,. An element m E M is homogene- 
ous of degree n if it belongs to M,. As usual the degree of an homogeneous element 
m will be denoted 1 m I. 
Two morphisms f; g : A’ + A’ are homotopically equivalent if there exists a mor- 
phism o:M,+ M;+l of graded k-modules, called a homotopy from f to g, verifying 
cr(ma) = a( andf- g = d”‘o + od M. An d-module 4 is contractible if there is 
a homotopy, called contracting homotopy, from the identity idA to zero. 
To each morphism f: &’ + JZ’ we will associate a right d-module C(S) = 
(C,(f), dz”‘) called the mapping cone off and defined by 
C,(f) = M,: 0 M,- 1, 
d:(f’(mA,m,-l) = (f(m-,) + d”‘(m,), - d,M_l(m,-I)). 
Let &![l] = (M[l], d Mt11) be the suspension of .,& (i.e. M[l],, = M,_ 1 and 
d M[11 = - d,! 1 ). Taking the long homology exact sequence associated to It 
o-~‘+C(f)+~[l]+O, 
we see that f is a quasi-isomophism if and only if C(f) is exact. 
Lemma 1.1. Let s4 = (A, d) be a CDGA and let J? = (M,,,, d:,, d:,) be a double 
complex. Let us suppose that Tot(A) is a right d-module. If every row (M,,,, dz,) of 
J%! has a contracting homotopy CJ that verijies a(ma) = o(m)a, for all a E s?, m E J@. Then, 
the map 
@ : Tot (A) + Tot (yg;“), 
1 Similarly we can consider left modules. Since A is commutative these notions are equivalent. 
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that sends each rncA to o(m) - ood”oa(m) + ~Od”~a~d”~a(m) - ..., is a con- 
tracting homotopy of Tot(&). 
Proof. Let me M,,,. It is clear that (d” + du) 0 6(m) and ~7 0(d” + dH)(m) belong 
to & k 0 Mp+j,q_j. Let us call L(m), the component of (d” + d H, 0 a(m) + 
6o(d” + dH)(m) in Mp+r,q_r. In order to prove the lemma we have to show that 
L.(m), = m and L(m), = 0 for all r > 0. It is easy to see that 
L(m), = (- l)*(d” OS)‘(m) + (-l)“‘(dH~6)~(dv~~)‘(m) 
+ (-l)r-l(~~dV)r(m) + (-l)r(6~dV)r~(6~dH)(m) 
=(-1)‘(5~dH)O(dV 06)‘(m) + (-1)r-‘(6~d”)r~(dH05)(m). 
This fact allows us to verify immediately that the first equality holds. To see the 
second one it is enough to prove that 
(a~d”)‘~(dn 05)(m) = (-l)‘-‘(id - dH05)O(d”06)*(m), 
which follows easily by induction on r using that, for r > 1, 
(60d”)*(dH 06)(m) = (c?~dV)‘-‘~(60dH)O(dVO~)(m) 
= (~~d”)‘-‘~(id - dHoc)o(d “OF)(m) 
= - (dOd”)r-10(dH06)O(d”06)(m). 0 
1.2. Hochschild homology 
Let ~4 be a CDGA. We denote 1;4’ the enveloping algebra of ~4 and p : de + d the 
multiplication map. We observe that & is an de-bimodule, with the action defined by 
the equality (a, @ a2)a(a; @ a;) = aIa,aa;a;. 
A morphism f: A -+ A%“ of right ~2 e-modules is a relative quasi-isomorphism if C(f) 
is a contractible &-module, where the d-module structure of C(f) is obtained from 
themap&-+-+e,aHa@l. 
A relative resolution of a right &“-module JY is a relative quasi-isomorphism 
f: P? + .&? that verifies the following condition: 
For each relative quasi-isomorphism g : &if’ + A’ there exists a morphism 
h : 9 -+ A%!‘, unique up to homotopies, such thatfand g 0 h are homotopically 
equivalent. 
Definition 1.2. Let _4! be an &‘-module and 9’ a relative resolution of d. The 
Hochschild homology H,(&“, A) of & with coefficients in Jl;e is H,(Y Ode A) and the 
Hochschild cohomology H *(A?, Af) of & with coefficients in 4 is H *(Homdz(.9, A)). 
It is clear that these modules are independent of the chosen resolution. 
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1.3. Standard normalized Hochschild resolution 
Let Tot(d @ ,Gg@* @ &, b’) be the total complex of the double complex 
where d = (4, - d), se@” = d @ ... @ d (n times) and 
b’(ao@...@a,)= 1 (-l)‘aoO...OUiUi+lO...Oa,. 
i=O 
Tot(.& @ gpe,* @ d, b’) has a natural structure of CDGA with the shuffle product, 
which will be denoted *. In consequence Tot(& @ d@* 0 &, b’) is a right &‘-mod- 
ule with the action given by 
Themorphism~:Tot(~~~~*~,c4,b’)~1;9,definedby~(u,~a,)=uouland 
p(ao 0 . . . @ a,,) = 0 if n > 1, is a relative resolution of d in the above sense, called the 
standard normalized Hochschild resolution. By tensoring this complex with a left 
&e-module JZ over d’ we obtain the total complex of the double complex 
where for a,, . . . , a,,, m homogeneous, we have 
b(a,~~~~~a,~m)=(-l)C~=~‘“lU”u,~~~~~u,~(l~u,)m 
+ (- l)“aI 0 ... @ a,_ 1 0 (a, 0 1)m. 
This complex, whose homology is the Hochschild homology of d with coefficients 
in A, is called the standard normalized Hochschild complex and denoted 
Tot@?@* @ J%‘, b). 
When Jke = s4, the normalized Hochschild complex has a structure of CDGA with 
the shuffle product, which will be also denoted by * (cf. [4]). 
Let d and &” be CDGAs, JZ a left de-module and ~2” a left &“-module. Every 
pair (cp,f) consisting of a morphism cp: d -+ d’ of CDGAs and a morphism 
f: & + _J%” of left &e-modules (considering ~2” as a left &‘e-module from cp @ cp), 
induces a morphism H,(cp,f) : H,(&, A) + H,(&“, J&T’). This map is an isomor- 
phism when A, A’, M and M’ are flat k-modules and both cp and j’ are quasi- 
isomorphisms. Similarly, for right modules Jlt and J%” we have a morphism 
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H*(cp,f): H*(d’, A) -+ H*(d, A’), which is an isomorphism when A, A’, M and M’ 
are projective k-modules and both cp and fare quasi-isomorphisms. 
2. Hochschild homology of free commutative differential graded k-algebras 
Let A be a commutative k-algebra and V a free graded k-module where we assume 
its elements of degree 1. Let us denote by A (V) the exterior algebra generated by V. 
In this section we find a relative resolution of d simpler than the canonical of 
Hochschild for every CDGA d of the type ~2 = (A.l\ (V), d), where A. A (V) 
denotes A Ok /j (V). As a corollary we obtain an expression of the Hochschild 
homology and cohomology of an algebra A/(a,, . . . . a,), when a,, .,., U,EA is 
a regular sequence. 
Let 3 be the kernel of p : A (V)” -+ A (V) and (Xi)ic, an ordered basis of V. We call 
T:/\(P’)-+3themapthatsendsPtol@P-P@l. 
Definition 2.1. Given i E I, we denote by & and 7; the k-linear maps from A (V) to 
A (V)‘, defined by 
~)(A.Xi.“)=(-l)“‘A~B’ 
I 
and &A.B) = T(A.B) = 0, 
1 
for every product A of variables smaller 
greater than Xi. 
Proposition 2.2. The following hold: 
than X, and every product B of variables 
(1) ‘(‘) 7;(P) = T(X,). __ 
T(Xi) 
for all P E /j (V). 
(2) zI T(p) = T(P) for all P E /j (0 
T,txip) 
(3) ___ = 
T(X,) 
-(Xi0 ,).T,O ifXi < Xk. 
UX/J 
T,(XiP) (4) ___ = 
T(X,) 
-(I @Xj).$$ ifX, < Xi. 
k 
(5) T(XiP)= -(Xi@ 1). gy)+P@l+ 1 T(P). 
I jPi 
Proof. It suffices to prove these equalities when P is a monomial. In this case they 
follow easily from the definitions. 0 
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Let SV be the free graded k-module obtained from V setting degree 2 to each 
non-zero element of V. There is an evident isomorphism s : V + s V of degree 1. Hence 
(S(X,)),CI is an ordered basis of sV, consisting of homogeneous elements of degree 2. 
By simplicity we call ei to s(Xi). 
We denote by T(sV) the divided powers algebra generated by SK 
Notation 2.3. To simplify some expressions we use the notations 
&,,) 
eL, = e!“‘...e!f’) 1, ,, = fi $J) 
j=s 
and 
(I,,, + C.,) 
eLJ 
= eff‘+t:)...e!“+‘:) 
1, 1, 
= fi ey+f;), 
j=s 
where eit’ 1s the tth divided power of ei and s 5 r. 
Now, we begin the construction of the promised resolution. 
Let JZ! be as in the beginning of this section. We call R(d) the commutative graded 
algebra (A 0 A@* 0 A).T(sV). A (V)’ with the multiplication given by 
(c(.e,(::;‘).(P @ Q)). (P.e(:l;“.(P’ @ Q’)) 
= (-1) (IPI + IQIHPI + IP’I.lQl . hoI ( th l ‘;) .r * fl.ej:l;‘+ “,“.(PPf @ QQ’), 
for qfle.4 0 A@* @ A, P,P’,Q,Q’eI\ (V) h omogeneous. We consider R(d) as 
a right (A.l\ (V))‘-module, with the action obtained from the map 
q:(A./j(V))‘+R(&) that sends a.POb.Q to (h@a).(POQ) for all u,b~A and 
P,Q E A (V). Note that cp defines an isomorphism from (A. A ( V))e onto A e. A (V)‘. 
Let 6, d1 be the derivatives of degree - 1 of R(d) defined by 
6(r) = b’(z), ccEA@A@n@A, n>o, 
s(e,“‘) = ef-“.T(Xi), iEl, t 2 1, 
d ‘(e!“) = (1 @ d(X,) @ l).e/‘- ‘I, 
d’IAc.AtVjc = cp”deoq-‘. 
Let us call M,,, to @(A @ A@‘@ A).e/fl;‘).(/j (V)e)t, where the sum is taken 
over all the i,r, t 2 0 and t l,...,tr>l 
i+C5=, tj=P. 
verifying 1+xj=,2tj+t=p+q and 
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Theorem 2.4. The following diagram is a double complex: 
In consequence .B?(&) = (R(d), 6 + d ‘) is a CDGA and a right de’-module. 
Proof. 
d’od’ 
xi01 
Since 6, d ’ and 6 0 d ’ + d 1 0 6 are derivatives it is enough to prove that 6 0 6, 
and6~d’+d1~6vanishoverthegeneratorsa,Oa,~~..Oa,~a,+,,e!“, 
and 1 @ Xi of R(d), which follows easily from the definition. 0 
Theorem 2.5. The &-linear map ,ii : B?(d) + d dejined by 
~IC.,~(VT =P and P(a) = 0 fa$Ae.l\ (V)e, 
is a relative resolution of d. 
Now, we establish a lemma that we will need to prove Theorem 2.5. 
Let V be the double complex 
and 5~7’ the double complex obtained from %Y by replacing the boundaries with zero 
maps. The total complex associated to g’ is R(d)). So it is a right A.l\ (V)-module- 
with the action obtained from the map 
A.A(V)+(A.A(V))‘3 A’.I\(V)“, 
a.P k-+ a.P @ 1 H (1 @ a).(P &I 1). 
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Lemma 2.6. Let CT: V’ -+ V’ be the morphism of right A.l\ (V)-modules, of degree 1 in 
the columns and degree 0 in the rows, defined by 
o(a.P) = (1 @ a).(P @ l), 
o((a @ l).(l @ P)) = (1 @a @ l).(l @ P) + (1 @a). 
o((a 0 l).el::;‘).(l @ P)) = (1 @ a @ l).e/jj;‘).(l @P) 
+ (1 @ a) 
b((cx @ l).ej:l;‘).(l @ P)) = (1 @ c1 @ l).e!fl;‘).(l @ P), 
whereaEA,PEI\(V),aEA@A@“(n>O)and 
VI.,) 
(tl.,) ek.eil,, 
if k < il, 
ek q ei = 1.r (tl + Ue!f*.,) 
ei, 12.r if k = il. 
We assert that CJ is a contracting homotopy of every row of 27. 
Proof. We have to see that 
(OS + 6o)((u @ l).e/::;‘).(l @ P)) = (c( @ 1). ei::;“.(l @ P), 
~EA@A@‘, P+(V). 
It is convenient to consider separately the following cases: (a) n = 0 and t, > 1, 
(b) n = 0 and t 1 = 1, (c) n = 1 and (d) n > 1. All the proofs are similar. We make the 
first case and leave the others to the diligent reader. 
Let us denote, for 1 I h I r, 
We have 
a~?((% @ l).e!:f;‘).(l @ P)) 
.(l @X&P - (- l)‘p’(l 64 P)(Xj, 0 1)) )I 
= (1 @ a @ 1) 
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By using Proposition 2.2 we obtain 
a6((LY 0 l).e!:j;+(l 0 P)) 
On the other hand, 
6a((c( @ l).ej:j;“.(l @ P)) 
Therefore, 
(06 + W((a 0 l).ell,, @l.!( 1 0 P)) 
= (1 @ S,,.e/:l;r’.(P @ 1 + T(P)) - T(cc).e/:l;“.(l 0 P) 
= (a 0 l).eL1, (‘I ‘!(l 0 P). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. By Lemmas 1.1 and 2.6 jj is a relative quasi-isomorphism. In 
order to finish the proof we have to show that for each relative quasi-isomorphisms 
g : Y -+ d, there exists a map f: 9?(d) + 9, unique up to homotopies, such that 
,k and g of are homotopically equivalent. In fact, since g is a relative quasi-isomor- 
phism, there exists a morphism of right &-modules h : d + _Y which is an inverse of 
g up to homotopies. It is easy to see that the map of zZe-modulesf: CA?(&) + 9, that 
coincides with h 0 ji over the elements ,I(‘) and 1 @ a, @ . . . @ a, @ 1 (ai E A), verifies the 
required conditions. 0 
Here we can give some consequences of Theorem 2.5. 
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Definition 2.7. Let us call F-(d) = ((A@* @ A).T(sV), d) the CDGA whose product 
is 
kl., + t;.,1 .x * P.e;,,, > 
for cc,p E A@* @ A, and whose differential d is given by 
d(cr) = b(x) and z(e(ej’)) = (d(Xi) 0 l)e,(’ _ I). 
Theorem 2.8. Let .,@ vbe a left &-module. The Hochschild homology H,(d, A), of 
d with coeJficients in J?, is the homology of 9 (&) Qa 4?. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 2.5 and the fact that 5 (d) Oa J%’ = 
..&Y(&) Odd’&. 0 
Theorem 2.9. Let J! be a right d-module. The Hochschild cohomology H *(sZ, A), of 
d with coeficients in J%?, is the cohomology of Hom,(F(zZ), A). 
Proof. It follows from the equalities 
H”(&!‘, A) = H”(Homdc(%?(&)), J&Z)) = H”[Hom.&%?(~), Horn&(&‘, J?‘))] 
= H”(Homd(B(&) adEd, A)) = H”(Hom_&Y(&) Oa d, A)) 
= H”(Hom,(F(&), A)). 0 
Corollary 2.10. Let A be a flat k-algebra, aI, . . . , a,,, E A a regular sequence, 
B = A/(aI, . . . . a,,,) and M a B-module. If B is k-flat, then H,(B, M) is the homology of 
((A@* @ A).T(sV), 2) gAM = ((A@* @ M).T(sV), 6), where SV is the homogeneous 
free k-module of degree 2 with basis (eI , . . , e,), d(cr) = b(cc) for all c( E A@* 0 A, and 
z(e(e,!‘)) = (ai @ l)eif ~ ‘). M oreover, if A and B are k-projective modules, then H*(B, M) 
is the cohomology ofHom,[(?i@* 0 A).T(sV), d), M]. 
Proof. Let V the homogeneous free k-module of degree 1 with basis X1, . . . . X,, 
d = (A.lr\ (V), d) the CDGA defined by setting d(Xi) = ai and v : d -+ B the canoni- 
cal projection. Since v is a quasi-isomorphism and &, B are k-flat modules, 
H,(B, M) = H,(&, M). Hence, from Theorem 2.8, 
H,(B, M) = H,(F(d) Oa M) = H,[((A@* @ A).T(sV’), 2) @,, M]. 
The proof for the cohomology is similar but using Theorem 2.9 instead of Theorem 
2.8. 0 
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3. Main theorems 
Let A be a homologically smooth k-algebra (see Definition 3.1) & = (A.A (V), d) 
a CDGA with V as in section 2 and Jll an d-module. In this section we obtain an 
expression of the Hochschild homology and cohomology of 1;9 with coeffcients in 
jll in terms of the differential modules of A. As in the previous section our result 
applies to k-algebras of the form A/(ai , . . . , a,) with ai, . . . , a, E A a regular sequence. 
When A is a polynomial ring our results reduce to the main theorems of [7]. 
Definition 3.1. A projective k-algebra A is called homologically smooth if the canonical 
map y* : Qf,, + H,(A, A) is an isomorphism and a:,, is projective. 
Example 3.2. If A and k are noetherian rings, A is homologically smooth if and only if 
k + A is a smooth morphism (see Cl]). 
Remark 3.3. Let .4 be a left d-module. If A is homologically smooth, then the maps 
‘u’~:SZA*,&AH*(J8z) ?*@I - H&L A) @A ff,(d)-’ ff,(A, .R;e) 
and 
~2: H*(A, 4) + Hom,(H,(A, A), H,(J))- Hom,(SZ$., H,(A)) 
are isomorphisms. 
Definition 3.4. Let us call Ys(&) = (52,*,,.r(sV), 2s) the CDGA whose product is 
VI., + fL,) 
.c( A B.ei,,, , 
for a,fi E ax,, , and whose differential 2s is given by 
&(a) = 0 and &(e(‘)) = d,,(d(X;))e/’ - ‘I, 
where dDR denotes the De Rham operator. 
Remark 3.5. Let T(,,(sV) be the submodule of T(sV) generated by the elements 
e!f’.‘) 
I1.r verifying tl + . . . + t, = i. The complex Y-s(d) splits into the direct sum 
YS(&) = @ Y-s”‘(%!$+)), 
120 
where Y-S(~)(&) = (@i=, sZd/k.r(i-j)(sV), ds). 
Now we are going to prove that there is a quasi-isomorphism from Y-s(&) onto 
Y-(d) (see Definition 2.7). For this we will need some previous definitions and 
properties. 
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Definition 3.6. Let A be a commutative k-algebra. We denote by q the binary 
operation of A@* 0 A that sends every pair of elemental tensors 
a=~~~~~~~a,Qa~~~~~Aanda’=a,+,~~~~~a,+,~a’~~~~~Ato 
where the sum runs over all the permutations YES,+, verifying o(l) = 1, 
41) < ... < g(p) and o(p + 1) < ... < o(p + q). 
Remark 3.7. Let UEA@‘“@ A, cz’~A@‘” @A and cr”~A@“‘@ A. We have: 
(a) a*a’=aocc’+(-l)PP’a’oa, 
(b) (aoa’)ocr”= cco(a’*cc”) = ao(C(‘nr*“) + (-l)P’P”CIO(cPna’). 
Definition 3.8. Given CI E A @’ @ A, we define c((“) for n 2 0 by 
a(O) = 1 and a(“+ l) = TV qm(“). 
Proposition 3.9. For CI E A@” @ A we have: 
(a) tl(m)Otl(“) = (n+;-l)Z(n+m), 
(b) c((~) * c((“) = (“L”) ~l(“+~) (in consequence CI” = n! z(“)), 
(c) b(a’“‘) = aCm- “b(a), where b is the map of the Hochschild complex. 
Proof. (a) It will be done by induction on n + m. For n + m = 1 it is obvious. Now, 
using Remark 3.7(b) we have 
~(*+i)~C((“) = (C10C((@)O@‘“‘= ClO(a’“‘o@‘) + ‘$#O(a’“‘o&“‘), 
By the inductive hypothesis 
(b) From (a) and Remark 3.7(a), we have 
(c) Let us suppose first that k = Z and A is a polynomial ring Z [Xj] (j E J). In this 
case the result follows from the equalities n!b(a(“)) = b(n!a’“‘) = b(cc”) = ncr”-‘b(a) = 
n! a’“- “b(a). The general case can be deduced easily from the previous one by using an 
epimorphism from a polynomial ring Z[Xj] (j E J) onto A. 0 
Since a:,, is A-projective there is a map rl/: s2:,k + A @ A such that Q:,, 3 
A 0 A- H,(A, A) is the canonical morphism yl. Let us observe that the class of 
ti(dbR(d(Xi))) - d(Xi) @ 1 in H1(A, A) is zero. So there is Pita@’ @A verifying 
b(P;) = $(&R(d(Xi))) - d(X;) “, 1. Let us call (ei + pi)(“) = c, tO e!“.p!nPp’. It is easy 
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to see that d((e, + pi)‘“‘) = (e, + fl;)(n-l)J(ei + /Ii), w h ere d is the differential of the 
complex Y(d) from Definition 2.7. 
Definition 3.10. We denote by 6: Ys(&) + Y-(d) the d-algebra map given by 
q0 = id, $i = $ and $2t(e,“‘) = (ei + pi)@). The fact that $, is an &-algebra map 
follows from the definitions of the products in Y-s(&) and Y(d)). Since both d, and 
ds, are derivations, to see that 6 is a map of complexes it is enough to verify that 
$,_ 1 0 ds, = d, 0 $, on the elements x ER& and e,“‘, which follows from the equali- 
ties 
6+,(a) = dc$i(cc) = bo$,(cc) = 0 = ds(r) = &fs(z), 
do gz(el) = d(e, + fi;) = d(ei) + d(j?i) = d(Xi) 0 1 + b(pi) 
= ti(dD~(d(Xi))) = $0 oJs(ei), 
dc qzr(e,(‘)) = d((ei + fii)“‘) = (ei + fll)” ~ “.Z(e; + /3,) 
= IJI~ ~ z(ej’~ ‘)).(Jo lJ,(ei)) = lJzr _ z(e!’ - “).($o o ds(ei)) 
= IJ~~ _ i (elf ~ i) . &(e,)) = iJ1r ~ i 0 ds(ej”). 
Theorem 3.11. Let A? be a left d-module. The map 
~~A1~:~s(~)~A~~~(~)O,~ 
is a quasi-isomorphism. In consequence, 
H,(d, A) = H,(Ys(&) Oa A) = @ H,(Ys”‘(~) @A M). 
n.2 I i I n 
Proof. Let G(sV) = @i=, qj,(sV) ( see Remark 3.5). Let us consider the filtrations 
O=F~,~F,cF,~...~~s(d) and O=F~,GF~GF~G~~~~~(~) defined 
by Fi = (Q,Ti,.T;(sV), Js) and FI = ((A@* @ A).G(sV), J). Since $, @ l~(Fi 0 A) c 
F: @ A!, to prove the theorem it is enough to see that the map, from (Fi/Fl ~ 1) BA Af 
into (FI/FI_ 1) mA A’, induced by 3, @ 1 A is a quasi-isomorphism for all i 2 0. This 
follows from the fact that every one of these morphisms is a direct sum of copies of the 
map y$ from Remark 3.3. 0 
Theorem 3.12. Let A be a right d-module. The map 
Hom,($,, A!) : Hom,(Y(&)), A) + Hom,(Ys(&), M) 
is a quasi-isomorphism. In consequence, 
H”(d, 4) = H”(Hom,(Ys(&), .A’)) = @ H”(Hom,(Ys”‘(&), A)). 
n/2 5 i 2 n 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.11. q 
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Definition 3.13. Let A be a smooth k-algebra and a,, . . . , a, E A a regular sequence. 
We call 
the CDGA (Q&. r(sV), &), where sV is the homogeneous free k-module of degree 
2 with basis (el, . . . . e,), ds(w) = 0 for all OE sZ,&, and ds(ej’)) = d,,(ai).el’- ‘). 
Observe that the complex Fs(A, (aI, . . . , a,)) splits into the direct sum 
F-s(A,(Ul ,...,a,)) = @ ~s(i)(A,(al,...,u,)), 
ik0 
where Fs”‘(A, (a 1, . ..,a,)) = (@i=, Qd,,.T,i_j,(SV), ZS) (see Remark 3.5). 
Proposition 3.14. Let I = (a,, . . . . a,) and B = AJI. For every B-module M we have: 
H,[Ts’“‘(A, (a ,,...,a,))O/,W = f&,,O,M 
and 
H”[Hom,(Fs’“)(A, (aI, . . . . a,)) Oa & WI = Homdf&, W. 
Proof. It verifies 
The second formula follows easily from the universal coefficient theorem. 0 
Corollary 3.15. Let A be a smooth k-algebra, a,, . . . . U,E A a regular sequence, 
B = A/(u,, . . . . a,) and M a B-module. If B is k-Jut, then 
H,(B,M)= @ H,(~s”‘(A,(ul,...,u,))O~M)O(52~,kOsM) 
nJ2 5 t i n 
Moreover, if B is k-projective, then 
H”(B, M) = @ H”[Hom,(Fs”)(A, (a,, . . ..a.)) ma B, M)] 
n/2 5 i < n 
@ Ho%@;,k > M). 
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Proof. Let V be the homogeneous free k-module of degree 1 with basis X1, . . ..X., 
d = (A. A (V), d) the CDGA defined setting d(X,) = ai and v : d + B the canonical 
projection. Since v is a quasi-isomorphism and -c4, B are k-flat modules, 
H,(B, M) = H,(d, M). Hence, from Theorem 3.11, 
H,(& M) = H,(Fs(d) @AM) = H”[Y-s(A,@I, ...,4n))0.4w 
= @ H,(Ys”‘(A, (a,, . ..) a,)) @AM). 
n/2 I I 2 n 
The proof is finished by using Proposition 3.14. The assertion for the cohomology 
follows in a similar way but using Theorem 3.12 instead of Theorem 3.11. 0 
Remark 3.16. Under the hypothesis of Corollary 3.15, the maps y,” and wi from 
Remark 3.3 are the canonical morphisms 
and 
@ ff”CHomB(~-s%4 (~1,. . . ,4) OA B, WI 0 HomB(Qflik, M) 
n/2 < i < n 
- Hom@h, M). 
4. Wolffhardt’s theorem 
Let k be a commutative ring with 1, A a smooth k-algebra, I c A an ideal generated 
by a regular sequence (a,, . . . . a,), k[X1, . . . . X,] = k[X] the polynomial ring in 
m indeterminates and kD [X 1, . . . , X,] = k,[X] the divided powers algebra generated 
by X1, . . . ,X,. Let us consider A as a k[X] module with the action XiQ = UiQ 
(1 I i I m). For each j 2 0 let us consider the complex I&(/l/Z) 
where JnR is the derivation defined by 
&&I @ xp . ..xp. = i d,,(u,)w @ xp. ..Xf!,“... xp 
h=l 
+ d,,(w) 0 xp...xy, 
where dDR is the De Rham differential (we use the convention that X(O) = 1). We have 
the following theorem: 
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Theorem 4.1. The Hochschild homology H,(A/I, A/l) is equal to 
[n/21 
@ H2”-i(Lg-i)(A/Z)). 
i=O 
Proof. From Corollary 3.15 we have that H,(A/Z, A/Z) is the homology of the CDGA 
~@,(Q~,,WDCXI>~) h s , w ere the elements X!t’ have degree 2t and the boundary 
map & is defined by &(w) = 0 for w E a,& and ds(X!“) = dDR(Pi)Xf ~ ‘I. 
Since I is generated by a regular sequence, I/I 2 is the free $module generated by 
(cl PI ) . . .) cl P,,,) where cl Ph is the class of Ph in I/Z2, and we have an isomorphism of 
f-algebras between 4 Ok k[X] and @,, r 0 In/Z”+ ‘. We have the following isomor- 
phisms of graded algebras: 
OktX1 k,[X] (since s2,& is A-flat). 
Now, it is easy to check that the morphism induced through this isomorphism by 2s is 
d”,,. q 
5. Criteria for smoothness 
Let k be a characteristic-zero field and B a commutative k-algebra of finite type. 
Rodicio states in [12] the following conjecture: 
If H,(B, B) = 0 for n sufficiently large, then B is a smooth k-algebra. 
This conjecture was proved in [lo] in the case where B is a locally complete 
intersection. In [9] an improvement of this result is obtained: If B is a locally complete 
intersection k-algebra and there exist a natural even number i and a natural odd 
number i’ such that H,(A, A) = Hi,(A, A) = 0, then B is smooth over k. This conjec- 
ture was solved in general in [3]. Independently, Avramov and Vigue-Poirrier have 
proved in [2] that this result is valid when k is a field of arbitrary characteristic. 
Moreover, Lago and Rodicio establish in [9] some other results valid for locally 
complete intersections k-algebras. In this section we show that these results remain 
valid without any hypothesis over the characteristic of k. 
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Let k be a field. A k-algebra B is essentially ofjnite type if there exist x, , . . . , x, E B 
and a multiplicative subset S c k [x, , . . ., x,] such that B = S-lk[x,,...,x,]. For 
example, every finitely generated k-algebra is an essentially of finite type algebra. 
Theorem 5.1 (Kunz [8, Theorem 7.141). Let B he an afine k-algebra and p E Spec(B). 
The following facts are equivalent: 
(i) B, is smooth. 
(ii) sZ,& is a free BP-module of rank dim, B. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field. If B is an algebra of the form 
B = Al/I’, with A’ an essentially of$nite type local regular k-algebra and I’ _C A’ an 
ideal which is a complete intersection, then B is isomorphic to a quotient A/I of an 
essentially of finite type local regular k-algebra (A, m) by an ideal I G m2 which is 
a complete intersection. 
Proof. Let (aI, . , a,,,) be a regular sequence which generates I’. We can assume that 
thereexistss,withO~~~msuchthata,,...,a,~rnnI’\m~anda,+~,...,a,~m~.It 
is clear that we can take A = A’/(a,, . . . . a,) and I = I’/(al, . . . . a,). Cl 
Let k be an arbitrary field, A an essentially of finite type k-algebra which is smooth, 
I G A an ideal that is locally a complete intersection and B = A/Z. We have the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 5.3. Assume that there exists an even natural number i such that the morphism 
&: H’(B, B) + Hom,(Q&, B) 
is injective. Hence, B is a smooth k-algebra. 
Proof. Let us suppose that B is not smooth. Let kbe the algebraic closure of k. For the 
k-algebra B Ok k we have 
H*(B@,k,B@,k)g H*(B,B)@,k 
by a classical property of the Hochschild cohomology. On the other hand, an easy 
argument shows that B Ok kis not smooth. Thus, we may assume that k is algebraic- 
ally closed. Under this condition smoothness is equivalent to regularity, hence there is 
a maximal ideal m of B such that the local ring B,, is not regular. Now, as Hochschild 
cohomology commutes with localizations (i.e. H*(B, B),,, = H*(B,, B,,)), we may 
assume that B is a local not regular ring. By Lemma 4.2 B can be written as A/I with 
(A, n) a local regular k-algebra and I G n2 an ideal which is a complete intersection. 
Let (al, . . . . a,,,) be a regular sequence that generates I. From Corollary 3.15 and 
Remark 3.16 it is enough to prove that 
Hi[HomB(~s(i’2)(A, (al, . . ..a.,,)) Oa B, B)] # 0. 
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Let usdenoteB(a)= ~(t,,..,,t,))tj2Oand tI + . ..+~.,,=a}. We have 
Hom,(Y-s’i12’(A, (a,, . . .,a,))@,B,B)]j= 0 forj > i, 
Hom,(Ys’i’2’(A, (a, , . . , a,)) @AB, I?)]’ E @ B.ey...ep, 
B(i/Z) 
Hom,(Ys’i’2’(A, (a,, . ..,a,))@AB,B)]i-l g @ B@AQ2:,k.e(,“!..e~“) 
B(i/Z - I) 
Let x1, . . . . x, be a family of elements of A such that 52 i,, is a free A-module with basis 
{dx 1, . . ..dx.}. Let us write 
duj= i %.dx,, 
h=ldX, 
(j= l,...,m) 
The boundary morphism 6 from @B(i/z _ ,) B @ A SZ&.e(:‘). . . eb’ into 
@a(i/l) B.ey’)...eb’ is given by 
m o’“j (t,) 
ii(dxhef’)...ei”)) = c -.e, (I, - 1) 
j= 1 dXh 
. . . ej @,I . . . e, . 
Since aUj/ax, En, we have Hi[HomB(Y-s(i’2’(A, (a,, . . . , a,)) Ba B, B)] # 0. 0 
Corollary 5.4. B is smooth if H’(B, B) = Ofor some i even. 0 
Theorem 5.5. Let us suppose that B is us in Theorem 5.3 and let i be a natural number. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) Yj : nii,k + Hj(B, B) is an isomorphism for j 5 i. 
(II) B, is a smooth k-algebra for all primes p of B such that h(p) < i - 1. 
Proof. Since the Hochschild Homology commutes with localizations we can suppose 
that B is a local k-algebra. Then, from [ll, Chapter ‘71, 
BZ kCX 1, . . ..Xnlp 
(u 1, . . ..u.) ’ 
with p a prime ideal and {aI, . . . . a,} E k[X1, . . . . X,] a sequence that is regular in 
k[X1, . . . . X,,&. Let A = k[XI, . . . . Xn],,, J the r x n matrix whose p,q entry is &zp/aX, 
and K,(J, t) as in [9, Section 41. From Corollary 3.15 we have 
H,(RB)= @ H,(~~‘~‘(A,(~,,...,u,))OAB)O~~B,~ 
i:2<j<i 
= @ W n+,~m-~j+~(K*(J,n-m-j)))O~Bik. 
i;2<j<, 
Now, the proof can be finished as in Theorem 5.9 of [9]. q 
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Theorem 5.6. Let A be an essentially ofjinite type smooth k-algebra, f a regular element 
of A and B = A/( f ). Then B is smooth over k if one of the following conditions hold: 
(i) Hi(B, B) = 0 for some natural number i. 
(ii) 0;: H’(B, B) + Hom,(Qhik, B) is injective for some natural number i. 
Proof. We can assume that k is algebraically closed and A is a local k-algebra. In this 
case the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 6.2 of [9]. 0 
Remark 5.7. These results were originally written about June 1991. In that version 
was included a proof of Rodicio’s conjecture when A is a locally complete intersection 
algebra over a field (arbitrary characteristic). We have eliminated such a result 
because in the meanwhile the paper [2] appeared, in which the authors prove this 
result for every finite type algebra. On the other hand, Rodicio has recently written 
a paper [13] in which he used Corollary 3.15 to generalize Theorem 5.6, which is 
included in this paper because it is quoted by him. 
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